
Media Group Regular Meeting 20161104

Attendance:
Adam, Matt, Lef, Fahdi, Rob, Don

Treasurer’s Business
- Apply for grants due to over 100% membership
- Everyone welcome at A&E meetings

Chair’s Business:
Jazz & Rock
- Room renovation pushed back past December.
- Original plans were unsatisfactory
- Plans didn’t have recording studio
- Have no proper plans at the moment

Card Access
- Can message Imperial ICD (?) for access
- Dark Room and Radio cards are broken
- Previous access has not been revoked for some with staff access
- Problem with access in general, difficult to take specific people’s access away. Want to wipe 

legacy members and access in general
- Drunk broadcasts after sports night in Radio
- Unsure where to find information on monitoring access

West Basement Improvements
- Pool of water in storage room
- Toilets have no extra toilet paper

Media Broadcast
- RAG Broadcast, December 1st, Interhall pub quiz.
- Nothing creative will be done by Media (logos and visuals).
- Start plugging it soon

The Leadership Elections 2017
- Broadcast is under Media this year
- Contact Andrew Keenan, need record of official communication
- Need to have rules set out, want input on rules from Media societies.
- Too many candidates last year, can’t ask meaningful questions
- Felix shouldn’t print all manifestos
- Create Google doc for everyone to input questions.

Varsity 2017
- Prefer Ice Hockey Varsity
- Sports Imperial refused to reimburse for borrowed kit in Varsity 2016
- ICTV prefers to do promotional content for Hockey Varsity instead of live stream
- If administration and people cause organisation problems, not worth doing.

Shared Studio Set Layout
- Layout uploaded on Google Drive
- Keep: two tables, rolls on floor, boards, and chairs
- Lights stored in storeroom
- Layout to be sent out and put up on the wall

Recording Society
- Currently have 10 people, help advertise



- Media getting fly cases, can be used for recording society

Media Social
- No one turned up.
- Note, email Dan Green for a bar tab

Surveys
- Fresher’s Fair survey
- Room Usage survey, find out what kinds of rooms each society uses, moving to unified room 

booking, put in want recording studios.
- Unified room booking will specify which room in college, trying to take internal buffers away.
- West Basement Room Booking will disappear.

Studio
- Felix would like to use studio
- Can brainstorm for better backdrops as current paper rolls are too small
- Media can fund if a good idea is available.


